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Guide to Currency
How we can help you send money for a
property purchase overseas?
How to avoid currency risk? We can help
to take the guesswork out.
Need legal assistance? We can guide you
in the right direction.
We are happy to recommend a helpful
shipping agent.
Do you want tips for a successful
property purchase and currency
purchase?
Currency Specialist Vs Your Bank ?
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Welcome to Our Guide
Whilst most Brits would love a holiday home, others are planning a whole new life abroad ,
for many the dream of property abroad is purely their motivation ..
Unfortunately though for many the life changing dream of living abroad is diminished once
calculating , planning and just beginning to understand the endeavors of sending money abroad .
At Lowcost Fx we have 20 years combined experience in not only the UK Banks infrastructure but
that of understanding banks internationally and what their requirements will be .

We help you by taking some of the risk out of
your property purchase. Once you have
secured the property of your choice, we can
ensure that you are not exposed to any
unfavorable currency movements by
monitoring the fluctuations in the market on
your behalf.
We endeavor to give you a peace of mind and a designated person to work with you to ensure
the whole transaction is carried out smoothly and guide you through every step of the process.
We are always here to help. You can contact us directly on 0207 444 0000 or email us at
info@lowcostfx.com. We will be delighted to assist you with your enquiry.

C. Costas
Good luck with your overseas property purchase!

Chris Costas
Director
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Understanding Currencies
The mechanics of your currency transfer are simple. It can all be organised online or over the
phone in a few minutes. For the unwary, however, there are risks. There is a 50% chance of
you losing money — potentially a lot of money — if you don’t plan for currency risk.
Over the next few pages we will explain exactly how you can overcome currency risk and
successfully complete your property purchase.
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ACCESS
TO OVER 140
Why
LowCost
CURRENCIES
SAME DAY ACCOUNT SET UP AND
PAYMENT PROCESSING

Our Expertise
Our founders are passionate about the business of international payments and technology, they
also realise that most importantly we operate in a people driven industry.
Lowcostfx was incorporated in 2017 in London and today is growing offices throughout Europe.
Our team has over 15 years industry experience, and has been fortunate enough to work with
some of the biggest industry leaders for foreign currency payments processing billions of
pounds annually.

DEDICATED ACCOUNT MANAGER TAILOR MADE SOLUTIONS

UNBEATABLE RATES
GUARANTEED

LOCAL CURRENCY COLLECTION
IN OVER 55 CURRENCIES
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We also recognize that customer service is paramount and for that reason our teams main focus
is that we offer exceptional service to all of our clients & partners.

Buying Your Foreign Currency
Generally speaking, when you are planning your holiday or looking
at properties abroad , you probably used an ATM for cash or you
changed money at the Airport with your Debit or Credit card.
Of course that works for a few hundred pounds, but when you are
exchanging tens of thousands you need to put a bit more thought
into it. Using either your bank or a specialist like Lowcostfx that
will generally save you thousands on the exchange and work
closely with you to ensure that your funds are transferred quickly
and smoothly .
You transfer your pounds to a Lowcost fx partner bank account.
We buy the required amount you require in Euros, Dollars, Turkish lira, Thai baht, etc and pay it to the property seller on your instruction.
We are also highly efficient in regular payments so whether it's
paying a mortgage abroad or transferring pension funds, we are
always on hand to help.
One of our relationship managers will work with you
to ensure that we are keeping you happy and saving
you time and money !!!
There is though always a risk of adverse currency
movement and this is where our strengths lay.
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Currency movements
As with most things, currency will go up and down!
When you are talking about a property purchase in the
hundreds of thousands, that movement can cost you
thousands, maybe even the value of that small family car you
were looking to buy, to go alongside your new home .

News that affect currency
If you follow the currency markets, you’ll soon learn which
economic and political factors have most impact.
Interest rates decisions are the most important economic
factors, but you will also hear the same No trange names
coming up time and time again, such as the Purchasing
Managers Index and “non-farm payrolls.”

It can be fascinating to follow the
movements of currencies,
especially when it will affect your
property budget.
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Specialist Vs Bank
No one can REALLY predict where currency
movements are going, even the best
economists in the world get it wrong.
But here at LowcostFx we are specialists in
mitigating against the risk by using a
product called a ‘Forward contract ‘.
Basically all this is, is a method of securing
the rate you want to pay against the property
that you want to purchase using a small
deposit – with no additional cost !!
We just take the risk out of the game. As you
can see from the graph Currency is volatile
and we leave nothing to chance.
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Private client corporate service

Talk to Us

Our Private clients can expect to receive the same benefits and rates as

TELEPHONE

those transacting for corporate purposes.

London Office - (+44) 207 444 0000
Cyprus Office - (+357) 24 022461

Whether you're making a one off large transaction i.e. for the purchase of a

EMAIL: info@lowcostfx.com

property; or perhaps it's monthly mortgage payments; you can rest

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

assured that your money is secure, will be received by your beneficiary in a
timely manner and that the best possible exchange rate was achieved.

www.lowcostfx.co.uk

www.lowcostfx.com
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